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ACRL Virtual Discussion Handout: Design Thinking-Based Topic Focus, January 27th, 2015 

“Usual” Topic Narrowing Activity: 

Students might brainstorm together or alone on how to narrow a topic. Instructor writes on the 

board, or would solicit responses from them about how to narrow the topic. Instructor might 

then have students fill out a worksheet similar to the one below on their own topic to help 

them think through the process.  

1. What is your general topic? 
 

2. Brainstorm some approaches you might take with this topic and write down at least 3 of 
them. (Your “approach” is the perspective you wish to take on your topic. For example, 
are you interested in social aspects, geographical setting, physical, psychological, or 
environmental aspects of your topic?) 

 
3. Write a topic definition statement based on these ideas. 

 

Design-Thinking Activity:  

Break up a class into groups of 3-4 people. Explain that the class will be working together on a 

shared topic. Write the topic on the board, making it as general as possible. Example: Selfies 

Give a large post-it to each group that is separated into 4 quadrants (+, -, ?, light bulb).  

+= Things that are interesting or notable about the topic 

-= What the problems might be when researching this topic  

?= What questions they might have about this topic if they had to research it for their 

assignment 

= Any new ideas based on the group discussion 

Give groups a good 5-10 minutes to write down as many ideas as they can in each quadrant and 

walk around the room providing feedback as needed. 

Next, ask groups to come up with a research question based on their brainstorming. Write each 

group’s question on the whiteboard. The class now has a way to move forward in brainstorming 

keywords to search and where to look. 


